
About Us

History

  

As CEO of JET Builders, Inc. I have always had a passion for  construction and helping people
fulfill their vision for the home of their  dreams.  I moved to Hawaii from  California in 1972 and
after establishing a strong foundation of knowledge,  experience, and skilled craftsmanship I
formed JET Builders, Inc. in 1990 to provide general contractor services to the Big Island. For
the past 20+ years JET Builders has built  over 175 homes and many long lasting
customer friendships.

  

We have placed a primary emphasis on residential  construction, although our capabilities and
experience have included several  commercial projects such as The Gathering Place the home
of New Hope Hilo  church and historical renovations on the Old Town Hilo Post Office, as well
as  renovations at Prince Kuhio Plaza.

  
  

Click here to Contact Us Now &gt;

  

At JET Builders, Inc. our team of professionals continues to  provide affordable homes on the
Big Island without compromising quality or  craftsmanship.  Our vision at JET  builders is simple
it’s 

   “Building Dreams” 
  

CORE VALUES:

  
  

Whether we are renovating a small kitchen or building a  custom estate, our success stems
largely from a dedication to seven core values:

  

Communication: We  go to great lengths to ensure that our customers are involved in the
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process –  every step of  the way through clear  communication and a customer project check
off list that provides the customer  with the progression, timeline and details of their construction
project giving  them peace of mind and clarity every step of the way.

  

Excellence:  Customers  receive impeccable attention to detail and premium service from a
financially  strong and highly reputable company.  As  a business organization, we continually
re-evaluate our approach to learn how  we can improve our process.  We handle  every detail
from conception to completion relieving you from frustration and  providing you with confidence
and peace of mind. 

  

Creativity: The  ability to clearly and creatively navigate the solution to every problem is one  of
our companies dynamic strengths. Our ability to work out any problem with  sensitivity to design
and function is one of the clear advantages of 20+ years  of experience. 

  

Relational: We  believe in building relationships as well as projects with our customers to 
ensure that you get the personalized attention you desire and deserve.   We have formed long
lasting friendships and  relationships  and  pride ourselves in the many repeat customers  we
have built several homes for over the  years. 

  

Integrity: At JET Builders we believe that with honesty comes peace of mind and confidence. 
We believe in doing things the right way we won’t cut corners or compromise on quality.  We
don’t believe in surprising customers with hidden costs.  For the past 20+ years we have
consistently made sure every one gets paid including taxes and insurance.  

  

Organization: Our unwavering attention to the organizational business side of building benefits
everyone: The owner and design team see a final product that follows the spirit of the original
vision.  Efficient organizational scheduling enables our team of subcontractors to get in and out
with no down time, providing incentive to offer their services at the lowest possible price, and
the customer knows exactly what the job will cost and precisely when it will be finished.

  

Team: From the beginning of your project to completion, our team of highly knowledgeable and
experienced professionals will work together ensuring that your project is completed above and
beyond your expectations, in a timely and friendly manner.  
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